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Introduction 
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 Is fake news a new type of myth that people 
are creating in the age of internet and artificial 
intelligence? 
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 The purpose of fake news is disinformation 
and political propaganda [K. Starbird, 2017], 
but it can also give us insight into people’s 
hidden fears and desires the same way myths 
and folk tales do. 
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 There have been other fake text generation 
projects such as generative reviews by [Y. Yao, 
2017] and generative Harry Potter books 
[Botnik Studios, 2018] 
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 Generated review [Y. Yao, 2017]:  
I was here for a weekend brunch and the food was 
ok. I love the pizza that is a chain restaurant. I think 
the service is excellent. I had the spaghetti and they 
were very good and the hot dog was good. 

 Generated Harry Potter [Botnik Studios, 2018]: 
Harry Potter thought magic was ‘very good’. Rain fell 
like it was ‘leathery sheets’ on top of Harry's ghost as 
he walked the grounds. Ron stood there doing a tap 
dance, but once he saw Harry, he started eating 
Hermione's family.  
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 Our project has news 
articles dataset with 
inconsistent writing styles 
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dataset 

Collected dataset of  
245 973  scraped 

news articles 

automated 

human 
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dataset 

Choose articles by selected 
keywords making smaller 

filtered and biased datasets 

selection 

automated 

human 
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Pipeline 

dataset selection 

LSTM model 

Language model, predicting the most 
probable following word 

 
 

using recurrent neural network with  
2 layers, 128 LSTM units and beam search 
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dataset 

LSTM model filter 

selection 

Novel sentences only, 
filtered by Levenstein 

distance  
(> 30% dissimilar) 
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Pipeline 

dataset 

LSTM model filter 

selection 

Article assembly using few rules 
to maintain article form 

articles 

assembly 
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Pipeline 

dataset selection 

LSTM model filter 

articles 

blog: 
NewsBy.ML 

assembly 

Presentation, automatic 
tagging, published on a blog 
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Article assembly 
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 Limited amount of intervention using these 
rules for main text assembly: 
 

– Around 50 – 100 words 
– Delete or replace one word from a sentence to 

fix obviously redundant elements. 
– Delete sentence which doesn’t work with the 

subject of paragraph 
 



Article assembly 

 Title summarized from the main text 
 
 Illustrative image searching in Creative 

Commons images with the title 
 
 Tags automatically with a NLP tagging solution 

from Machinebox Textbox 
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Problems 

 The assembly process chosen to combat the 
current text generation shortcomings: 
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 Repetitions 
 

 Shift of focus 
over topics, 
stream-of-
consciousness 

  
President George W. Bush and Barack Obama is expected to attend the 
wedding of Amira Sajwani, the daughter of the Central Intelligence 
Agency, Geoffrey Berman, was convicted in the White House and the 
White House and the White House and the White House and the 
White House. Evident throughout his office in the United States and 
the White House and the rest of the country in the White House and 
the White House Correspondents’ Dinner. “The Chairman of the 
Reconnaissance General Bureau,” April 6, 2018 Ivanka Trump (C) chats 
with President-elect Donald Trump in Shah for the White House for 
Washington. "REUTERS/Carlos Barria Skye Kennedy (C), 5, Seamus 
Menefee (L), 7, and Jack Kennedy, 8, participate in a motorcade for the 
feasibility of the Interior Department said the $9.9 million hour-long 
Hotel in New York City, hotel room in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Colorado, 
Arkansas, Arizona, Public Service activists, including Pennsylvania. 
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 Selected political topics are often used to 
spread fake news, to focus readers attention 
away from current issues [S. Tavernise, 2016] 
or to sway the opinions of masses during 
elections [J. Albright, 2017] 
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topic keywords #articles #words 

Asia Now: North 
Korea 

'korea', 'korean', 'koreas', 'koreans', 'pyongyang', 
'nkorea', 'jongun', 'jongil' 3064 13 572 577  

America Now: 
Politics 

'trump', 'america', 'obama', 'obamas', 'american', 
'americas', 'washington', 'california', 'fbi', 'mexico', 

'florida' 
9000 9 033 277 

Fake News and 
Journalism 

'fake', 'truth', 'false', 'wrong', 'journalists', 
'intelligence', 'zuckerberg', 'illegal', 'crime', 'terror', 

'whistleblower', 'fbi', 'cia', 'journalist', 'tweets', 
'instagram', 'authorities', 'reporter', 'surveillance',  

'allegations', 'wikileaks', 'controversial' 

9481 7 128 962 

Table 1: Topics and keywords used to create specialized datasets. 
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http://www.newsby.ml/ 
 



Journalist identity 
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Misun Lean 
 

“News By ML” 
 

 A fake journalist identity created just for this 
project. Her photograph was generated using 
PGGAN. 
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Article credibility analysis 
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 The analysis of FakerFact, which is trained to 
classify the intention of online texts, did not 
detect any red flags in our articles. 

 



 Article “GPS-guidance 
system hovering over the 
Sea of Japan” 
 

– Opinionated article 
 

Article credibility analysis 
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 Article “Made-up news: 
professional, creepy” 
 

– Satire 

Article credibility analysis 
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Conclusion 

 Online blog as an art project to provoke 
conversations about fake news: 
– www.newsby.ml 

 

 Generative pipeline as a co-creative tool for 
artists as open source code on GitHub: 
– github.com/previtus/fake_news_generation_mark_I 
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Thank you for your attention, 
Questions? 
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